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Niemann-Pick disease type C (NPC) is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder that causes an abnormal accumulation of cholesterol and other lipids in many cell types
(1, 2). The most serious symptoms are caused by progressive neuronal degeneration, but the liver and other
peripheral organs also exhibit defects. Although the time
course can be variable, symptoms often develop in early
childhood, and the disease is usually fatal by the teens.
There have been attempts to develop treatments for NPC
(3–8), but no effective therapy exists at present.
Two genes have been linked to the NPC defect in humans, although the precise mechanisms of action of these
proteins are still under investigation. NPC1 is a multispan
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membrane protein that is typically associated with late
endosomes or lysosomes (9), degradative organelles that
hydrolyze cholesteryl esters brought into the cell via lipoproteins (10, 11). NPC1 has a sterol-sensing transmembrane domain that is similar to that found in endoplasmic
reticulum proteins that respond to changes in cellular
cholesterol (12). The NPC1 protein facilitates the transbilayer transport of some hydrophobic molecules, but it
does not appear to transport cholesterol directly (13–16).
NPC2 is a soluble lumenal protein that is found in late
endosomes and is able to bind cholesterol (17–19). NPC2
may shuttle free cholesterol (FC) to the limiting membrane of the late endosomes and lysosomes, where NPC1
apparently plays a role in its export to other cellular sites
(20). Loss of functional NPC1 or NPC2 causes the accumulation of FC in endocytic organelles that have characteristics of late endosomes and/or lysosomes. These
abnormal organelles will be referred to here as lysosomelike storage organelles (LSOs). The LSOs that are associated
with NPC are quite similar to the LSOs associated with other
hereditary glycosphingolipid storage disorders (often caused
by the inability to metabolize a particular lipid) in that the
storage organelles contain multilayered internal whorls of
membrane bilayers that contain cholesterol, sphingomyelin, and high amounts of bis-(monoacylglycero)-phosphate
(BMP), also known as lyso-bisphosphatidic acid (LBPA) (21,
22). Thus, even though these diseases arise from different
genetic defects, certain aspects of the cellular phenotype are
very similar.
Several lines of evidence indicate a defect in cholesterol transport in NPC, although defects in the transport
of other lipids may also play an important role (23).
NPC cells show abnormally high levels of unesterified
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Abstract Niemann-Pick disease type C (NPC) is an autosomal recessive genetic disorder manifested by abnormal
accumulation of unesterified cholesterol and other lipids.
We screened combinatorially synthesized chemical libraries
to identify compounds that would partially revert cholesterol accumulation. Cultured CHO cells with NPC phenotypes (CT60 and CT43) were used for screening along with
normal CHO cells as a control. We developed an automated
microscopy assay based on imaging of filipin fluorescence
for estimating cholesterol accumulation in lysosomal storage organelles. Our primary screen of 14,956 compounds
identified 14 hit compounds that caused significant reduction in cellular cholesterol accumulation at 10 MM. We then
screened a secondary library of 3,962 compounds selected
based on chemical similarity to the initial hits and identified
7 compounds that demonstrated greater efficacy and lower
toxicity than the original hits. These compounds are effective at concentrations of 123 nM to 3 MM in reducing
the cholesterol accumulation in cells with a NPC1 phenotype.—Pipalia, N. H., A. Huang, H. Ralph, M. Rujoi, and
F. R. Maxfield. Automated microscopy screening for compounds that partially revert cholesterol accumulation in
Niemann-Pick C cells. J. Lipid Res. 2006. 47: 284–301.

phenotype, CT60 (42), and identified 14 hit compounds
that reduced cholesterol accumulation as assayed by filipin
intensity at concentrations between 123 nM and 10 mM. We
selected a secondary library of 3,962 compounds chemically
similar to these 14 compounds and identified 7 compounds
that were effective at concentrations of ,3 mM. The effective compounds were also tested on a second CHO cell line
expressing a different NPC1 mutation, CT43 (42), and
several of the compounds had similar cholesterol-reducing
effects on this cell line as well. Several of the compounds
were effective at concentrations well below levels at which
they were toxic to the cultured cells. These results show that
we can implement a high-content screening method for
cellular cholesterol content and distribution. Furthermore,
potent compounds that alter cellular cholesterol distribution can be discovered using these methods.

METHODS
Materials
Cell growth media (Ham’s F12 and Eagle’s MEM with Earle’s
salts) as well as L-glutamine and FBS were purchased from
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). 3-b-[2-Diethylaminoethoxy]androst5-17-one hydrochloride (U18666A) was from Biomol (Plymouth
Meeting, PA). The compound library for screening was purchased from Chemical Diversity, Inc. (San Diego, CA). All other
chemicals, including DMSO, filipin, paraformaldehyde (PFA),
and Hoechst 33258, were purchased from Sigma Chemical (St.
Louis, MO). Metamorph image-analysis software was from Molecular Devices (Downington, PA). Low density lipoprotein labeled
with C18-dialkyl-indocarbocyanine (DiI-LDL) was prepared as
described (43, 44).

Cell culture
The NPC1 cell lines CT60 and CT43 were provided by T. Y.
Chang (Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, NH). These cell
lines are derived from the parental cell line, 25RA, which is a
CHO cell line containing a gain-of-function mutation in the
sterol-regulatory element binding protein cleavage-activating
protein (SCAP) (42). Both CT60 and CT43 cells were grown
in Ham’s F12 supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin,
2 g/l glucose, and 1.176 g/l sodium bicarbonate (medium A)
containing 10% FBS in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2
maintained at 378C. For screening purposes, CT60 cells
(650 cells/well) or CT43 cells (700 cells/well) in 30 ml of growth
medium A with 10% FBS were seeded on Costar 384-well black
polystyrene flat, clear-bottomed tissue culture-treated plates
(Corning, Inc., Corning, NY) to obtain z80% confluence when
cells were analyzed. For the study of LDL uptake, CT60 cells
(4,000 cells/well) in 80 ml of medium A with 10% FBS were
plated on Costar 96-well special optics plates that have flat,
ultrathin, polystyrene clear-bottom wells (Corning, Inc.).
Normal human fibroblasts (GM5659) were purchased from
the Coriell Cell Repositories (Camden, NJ) and were grown in
Eagle’s MEM with Earle’s salts, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 10% FBS.
For microscopy, fibroblasts were plated in normal growth medium on glass-bottomed 35 mm dishes or on 384-well plates.

Screening
Compound addition. The library compounds were formatted for
screening in the Rockefeller University High-Throughput
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cholesterol, which accumulates mainly in the LSOs. The
accumulation of cholesterol can be detected using filipin,
a fluorescent detergent that binds to FC in membranes
(24). In wild-type cells, excessive cholesterol delivered to
cells from endosomes is either exported from the cell to
extracellular acceptors or is esterified by ACAT, an enzyme
localized in the endoplasmic reticulum (25). Despite the
high content of FC in LSOs, the plasma membranes of
NPC cells in culture actually have lower cholesterol content
than normal cells (26) and a defect in cholesterol efflux to
extracellular acceptors (27). Furthermore, there is a defect
in the delivery of lipoprotein-derived cholesterol for esterification by ACAT (28, 29). All of these characteristics indicate that cholesterol efflux from late endosomes is grossly
impaired in NPC cells.
Several different mutations are found in the NPC1 gene,
which is responsible for z95% of NPC disease in humans
(13, 30–33). The correlation between the molecular defect
and the age of onset of severe symptoms is unclear. The
clinical presentation of NPC disease ranges from late onset
or mild symptoms in adults to early onset with acute symptoms in infants (34, 35). This indicates that other factors in
the genetic background can partially ameliorate the disease. Similarly, studies of cultured cells have shown that
overexpression of various proteins that affect membrane
traffic can reduce cholesterol accumulation. In particular,
overexpression of the small regulatory GTPases, Rab7 and
Rab9 (36–38), reduces sterol accumulation in cultured
fibroblasts. Because these proteins regulate many aspects
of cellular membrane traffic, they may not be good therapeutic targets. Nevertheless, the differences in the age
of onset in humans and the effects of the overexpression
of exogenous genes both indicate that pharmacological
treatments might be developed to ameliorate symptoms
even if the precise functions of the NPC proteins are
not restored.
Many aspects of intracellular lipid and cholesterol transport are only partially understood (39–41). This makes it
difficult to identify proteins that might be good targets for
normalizing cholesterol transport in NPC cells. For this
reason, cell-based screens that are unbiased in terms of
protein targets are a good starting point. Such screens may
lead to compounds that bind to novel target proteins that
play a role in regulating cholesterol transport, possibly including compounds that could be developed into therapeutic agents that alter cholesterol metabolism. There has
been one previous screen of a chemical library in cultured
cells that had an NPC phenotype (5). One compound was
found that corrected the NPC phenotype at micromolar
concentrations, but it was toxic at concentrations close to
the effective dose.
Recent advances in technology for high-throughput
screens of cellular function have made it possible to develop novel assays to detect the effects of chemicals from
libraries on cellular function. We have developed an automated microscopy assay for cholesterol accumulation in
LSOs based on imaging of cell-associated filipin fluorescence. We screened a library of 14,956 combinatorially
synthesized compounds on a CHO cell line with a NPC1

Screening Facility. Cells were treated with the compounds from
the chemical library 1 day after plating. We added 0.1 ml of each
compound (5 mM stock in DMSO) to 25 ml of screening medium
S composed of medium A supplemented with 1% FBS and 20 mM
HEPES on Falcon 384-well V-bottomed polypropylene plates
using a Packard MiniTrakk robotic liquid-handling system. To
obtain z10 mM final concentration, 23 ml of the premixed compounds was dispensed onto the plates containing cells and 30 ml
of culture medium A. For primary screening, 352 test compounds
were added to each plate, and the remaining 32 wells were used
as a control with only DMSO added. All plates were incubated
with compounds for 16 h at 378C. Plates were then washed three
times with PBS, pH 7.4, using a Bio-Tek Elx405 plate washer (BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT). For each wash cycle, 70 ml
of PBS was dispensed followed by aspiration with a residual
volume of 16 ml/well. Finally, cells were fixed with 1.5% PFA in
PBS for 20 min at room temperature, followed by three more
washes with PBS.

Fluorescence microscopy. A Discovery-1 automatic fluorescence
microscope from Molecular Devices equipped with a Xenon-arc
lamp (Perkin-Elmer), a Nikon 103 Plan Fluor 0.3 numerical
aperture objective, and a Photometrics CoolSnapHQ camera
(1,392 3 1,040 pixels; Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ) was used to
acquire images. Filipin images were acquired using 360/40 nm
excitation and 480/40 nm emission filters with a 365 dichroic
long-pass filter. The image files were stored on the local host
computer before being transferred to a server.
Plates were transported from plate hotels using a CRS CataLyst
Express robot (Thermo Electron Corp.). Images were acquired at
two sites per well, each z50 mm from the center of the well, with
75 ms exposure time per image using 2 3 2 binning. Automatic
focusing was carried out by different methods for the primary
and secondary screens. In the primary screen, each well was focused over a 6150 mm range, and each site per well was focused
over a 620 mm range using image-based focusing and the MetaMorph autofocusing algorithm. Images for focusing were
acquired with 15 ms exposure time using 8 3 8 binning to
reduce photobleaching. For the secondary screen, laser-based
autofocusing (LAF version 2 from Molecular Devices) was used to
find the bottom of the plate. Image-based focusing was used to
determine the offset between the bottom of the plate and the
cells, and then each site was refocused over a 20 mm range. Acquisition time per plate was 60–75 min regardless of the focusing
method. A total of 696 3 520 pixel images were acquired at 12
intensity bits per pixel. Each pixel is 1.25 3 1.25 mm in the object.
Image analysis. Images of filipin-stained cells were analyzed
using Metamorph Discovery-1 image-analysis software. Two different image-analysis assays were developed: 1) the average filipin
intensity assay, and 2) the LSO compartment ratio assay. First, to
correct for shading, an image was created by averaging all of the
images from a plate and smoothing the averaged image using a
low-pass filter. Then, each pixel in an image was multiplied by the
average intensity of the shading image, and the resulting pixel
intensities were divided by the shading image on a pixel-by-pixel
basis. Background was subtracted from each shading-corrected
image by determining the fifth percentile intensity value of the
image and subtracting this value from each pixel in the image. At
the plating density used, all fields had at least 5% of the imaged
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Average filipin intensity = total intensity above low threshold=
number of pixels above low threshold
ðEq:1Þ
LSO compartment ratio = total intensity above high threshold=
number of pixels above low threshold
ðEq:2Þ
Normalized values were obtained by dividing the values in the
presence of each compound by the values obtained in the
presence of the solvent control for each plate. Similar methods
were used to analyze the effects of compounds on human fibroblasts treated with U18666A to induce cholesterol retention
in LSOs.
Dose dependence. Using the same methods as for the screening,
compounds were tested at 10 mM, 3.33 mM, 1.11 mM, 370 nM, and
123 nM in four wells each. Batches of selected compounds were
purchased from Chemical Diversity, and 10 mM stocks in DMSO
were made. A secondary stock plate of the 23 concentration
(20 mM, 6.66 mM, 2.22 mM, 740 nM, and 246 nM) of the compounds was prepared in screening medium S. To obtain the final concentrations, 30 ml of this secondary stock was added to
the cells in each well containing 30 ml of growth medium A
supplemented with 10% FBS. The final DMSO concentration
(0.1%, v/v) was the same in all wells. Cells were plated at 650 cells
per well in 30 ml of growth medium A supplemented with 10%
FBS on Costar 384-well plates. After 20 h of incubation in the
presence of the compounds, cells were washed with PBS, fixed
with PFA, and stained with filipin as described for the screening
assay. Dose-dependence determination of the initial 14 hit compounds from the primary library was done at least five times in
CT60 cells and three times in CT43 cells in separate experiments.
Dose-dependence determination of the seven hit compounds
from the secondary library was carried out at least three times in
CT60 cells and two times in CT43 cells in separate experiments.
Time course assay. The effects of the compounds were determined at 1.11, 3.33, and 10 mM concentrations after 4, 20, and
48 h using methods similar to those used for dose dependence.
The CT60 cells were seeded on three 384-well plates at 600 cells/
well in growth medium on day 1. To maintain the same density of
cells at the final time point, compounds were added chronologically. After overnight incubation, on the first plate (for the 48 h
time point), compounds diluted in medium S were added in
wells to achieve the final concentrations of 1.11, 3.33, and 10 mM.
On the second plate, compounds were added in a similar manner
52 h after seeding the cells and allowed to incubate for 20 h.
Finally, on the third plate, compounds were added 68 h after
seeding the cells and allowed to incubate for 4 h. All three plates
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Fluorescence labeling. To the fixed cells, filipin was added at a
final concentration of 50 mg/ml in PBS for 45 min at room
temperature to label FC. Cells were finally washed three times
with PBS, and images were acquired immediately after labeling.

areas that were cell-free. Next, two different thresholds were
applied to the filipin images. For the first, a low threshold was
set to include all areas occupied by cells. The outlines of cells
using the selected values were comparable to cell outlines in
transmitted light images. A second, higher threshold was set for
regions brightly stained with filipin in CT60 and/or CT43 cells,
with the intention of mainly identifying the LSOs in the perinuclear region of the cells. For the average filipin intensity assay,
using the low threshold alone, we measured total filipin intensity
above the low threshold divided by the number of pixels above
the lower threshold for each field. This gave an average filipin
intensity per cell area. For the LSO compartment ratio, we measured the total filipin intensity selectively in the region above the
higher threshold divided by the number of pixels in the lower
threshold. This gave a measure of the total intensity of LSO
filipin per cell area:

were washed with PBS three times, fixed with 1.5% PFA, and
stained with 50 mg/ml filipin. Measurements were made from
four wells for each condition in each experiment, and the experiments were repeated three times each for CT60 and CT43 cells.
Images were acquired at 103 magnification on the Discovery-1
automatic fluorescence microscope for two sites per well and
analyzed to obtain the LSO compartment ratio.

LDL uptake. CT60 cells were grown in medium A to 70%
confluence on 96-well special optics plates (Corning). After 24 h,
DiI-LDL (6 mg/ml) and hit compounds (10 mM) in screening
medium were added. In each experiment, eight wells per condition were used. After 18 h, cells were washed three times with PBS,
fixed with 3% PFA for 20 min, and stained with 50 mg/ml filipin
for 75 min. Images were acquired using the Discovery-1 automatic
fluorescence microscope at 203 magnification. DiI fluorescence
images were acquired using a 535/40 nm excitation filter and a
610/60 nm band pass with a Chroma 51001 bs dichroic filter.
Filipin was imaged as described above. Exposure time was 90 ms
for filipin and 200 ms for DiI, and images were acquired at four
sites per well with 2 3 2 pixel binning. Three independent experiments were run. Images of both filipin and DiI were corrected
for background and shading as described above. A low threshold
was set to define the cell area based on filipin images, and the
average DiI intensity was measured per cell area. Experimental
data are presented as fractions of control values.
Lactate dehydrogenase cytotoxicity assay. The cytotoxicity of hit
compounds was measured by a lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)release assay kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Roche Diagnostic GmbH, Penzberg, Germany) (45). CT60 cells
were plated on Costar 96-well plates (Corning, Inc.) at a density
of 3,500 cells/well and incubated for 24 h. Compounds were
added to the CT60 cells at 0 (DMSO solvent control), 5, 10, and
20 mM concentrations in triplicate using methods similar to those
in the dose-dependence assay. After 24 h of treatment, 100 ml of
tissue culture supernatant was removed, and LDH activity was
determined by measuring absorbance at 492 nm using a
SpectraMax M2 fluorescence plate reader (Molecular Devices).
The experiment was repeated three times, so averages from nine
data points are reported.

Immunofluorescence. CT60 cells were grown to 70% confluence
on glass cover slip-bottom dishes. After 24 h, compounds were
added (10 mM) to the cells in screening medium supplemented
with 20 mM HEPES. After 16–22 h of compound treatment, cells
were washed three times with PBS and fixed with 3.3% PFA for
20 min at room temperature. Cells were then treated with 50 mM
ammonium chloride for 10 min and washed three times with
PBS. After blocking with 0.1% BSA for 20 min, cells were washed
with PBS, permeabilized with 0.05% saponin, and incubated with
anti-LBPA/BMP (1:100) (a gift from J. Gruenberg, University of
Geneva) (22) for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed
three times with PBS and incubated with goat anti-mouse IgGAlexa 546 (1:200) and 100 mg/ml filipin for 30 min. Finally,
cells were washed three times with PBS, and images were acquired on a Leica DMIRB microscope (Leica Mikroscopie und
Systeme GmbH) equipped with a Princeton Instruments (Princeton, NJ) cooled charge-coupled device camera driven by MetaMorph Imaging System software. All images were acquired using
an oil-immersion objective (253, 1.4 numeric aperture). AntiLBPA/BMP (IgG-Alexa 546) was imaged using a standard rhodamine filter cube, and filipin was imaged using a Leica A4 cube
[360 nm (40 nm band pass) excitation filter and 470 nm (40 nm
band pass) emission filter]. Images were analyzed using Metamorph Discovery-1 image-analysis software to estimate cholesterol and LBPA content in the presence and absence of the
compounds using the image-analysis algorithms as for screening.

RESULTS
Assay development
We developed assays for correction of the NPC phenotype in CHO cell lines using filipin, which binds to nonesterified cholesterol and has been used to visualize the FC
content in NPC cells. Our initial screens were carried out
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Cell count assay. Compounds were added to CT60 and CT43
cells plated on 384-well plates at 0 (DMSO solvent control), 5, 10,
and 20 mM concentrations in quadruplicate using methods
similar to those in the dose-dependence assay, except that the
cells were stained with Hoechst 33258 nuclear stain. The final
DMSO concentration in each well, including control wells, was
0.1% (v/v). The cells were incubated for 24, 48, and 72 h. After
each time period, cells were washed with PBS, fixed with 1.5%
PFA, and washed with PBS again. Nuclei were stained using
5 mg/ml Hoechst 33258 (25 mg/ml stock solution in water) in
PBS for 45 min at room temperature. Finally, cells were washed
three times with PBS, and images were obtained using a Nikon
43 Plan Apo 0.2 numeric aperture objective. For Hoechst
imaging, we used the same filter set as for filipin. We collected
one 696 3 520 pixel image per well at 12 intensity bits per pixel.
Each pixel is 3.125 3 3.125 mm in the object. Cells were counted
by measuring the standard area of a single nucleus interactively
for each plate using the Integrated Morphometry Analysis
function of MetaMorph. The number of standard areas per
object above a threshold was determined, and the total number
of standard areas per image was used as the cell count. The
percentage reduction in the number of cells compared with the
DMSO control was calculated for each concentration and time.

Gas chromatography cholesterol assay. CT60 cells were plated on
six-well plates in medium A supplemented with 10% FBS. After
a 24 h incubation, cells were treated with 10 mM of each compound (10 mM stock in DMSO), medium A being replaced with
medium A supplemented with 5.5% FBS and 20 mM HEPES.
The change of the medium in the wells was performed to achieve
experimental conditions similar to those used for the screening
once chemical compounds were added to the cells. To control
wells, only DMSO was added [0.1% (v/v) DMSO/well]. After
18 h of incubation at 378C, cells were washed twice with HBSS.
Cellular lipids were extracted with hexane-isopropyl alcohol
(3:2, v/v) (46), dried under argon, resuspended in hexane, and
separated on a gas chromatograph. A Hewlett-Packard gas chromatograph (model HP 5890 series II; Palo Alto, CA) equipped
with a flame-ionization detector was used. A 15 m 3 0.53 mm
HP-5 capillary column coated with 1.5 mm film thickness of
5% phenyl methyl siloxane was used to separate FC. The injection temperature was maintained at 2558C, and oven temperature was held isothermally at 2608C using helium as a mobile
phase at a flow rate of 30 ml/min. The FC content of each well
was quantified using b-sitosterol as the internal standard. After
lipid extraction, cells were lysed with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide
solution, and the protein content of each well (mg protein/well)
was measured using a Bio-Rad DC protein kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) that is based on the Lowry method (47). FC
contents of compound-containing cells as well as control wells
were normalized to the corresponding cellular protein. Experimental data are presented as fractions of control.

As a simple measure of the intensity of filipin staining,
we measured the filipin intensity per pixel above the
threshold. The conditions of filipin labeling (time and
concentration) were adjusted to optimize the discrimination between the CT60 cells and control TRVb1 cells. As
shown in Fig. 1C, this simple method provided a reasonably high degree of discrimination between CT60 cells
and TRVb1 cells. The quality of the assay for screening is
expressed in terms of a statistical parameter, Z9 (49):
Z9 5 1 2 ½3jc1 13jc =|mc1 2 mc |

where jc1 and jc2 are the standard deviations of the
positive and negative control data sets and mc1 and mc2
are the mean values of the positive and negative controls.
The Z9 value calculated using the average filipin intensity
assay for the CT60 versus TRVb1 cells was 0.22, which
is generally considered to be inadequate for large-scale
screening because of the expected overlap of the two
distributions when large numbers of wells are screened.
Although the intensity assay was potentially useful, it
seemed that additional information in the images could
provide better discrimination of wild-type versus NPC cells.
For this purpose, we took advantage of the spatial distribution of the filipin labeling of the LSOs, which cluster
near the nucleus (Fig. 1B). We applied the second, higher

Fig. 1. Filipin labeling of cells. Wild-type CHO cells (TRVb1) and Niemann-Pick disease type C1 mutant
CHO cells (CT60) were plated on 384-well plates and grown in regular growth medium for 48 h. Cells were
washed with PBS, fixed with 1.5% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and stained with filipin. Images were acquired
using the Discovery-1 automatic fluorescence microscope at 103 magnification for two positions per well
using 360/40 nm excitation and 480/40 nm emission filters with a 365 dichroic long-pass (DCLP) filter. A:
Filipin-stained image of TRVb1 cells. B: Filipin-stained image of CT60 cells. Bar 5 30 mm. Images were
analyzed using average filipin intensity and lysosome-like storage organelle (LSO) compartment ratio assays.
C: Histogram of average filipin intensity values. D: Histogram of LSO compartment ratio values.
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in CT60 cells, which express a mutated hamster NPC1
protein and a gain-of-function mutation in SCAP (42).
These cells cannot traffic LDL-derived cholesterol out of
late endosomes efficiently, and large amounts of cholesterol accumulate in LSO compartments. Figure 1 shows
images of filipin staining in a control CHO cell line,
TRVb1 (48), and in CT60 cells. It can be seen that the
CT60 cells show much more filipin staining than control
cells and that the fluorescence in CT60 cells is concentrated in perinuclear LSO organelles.
For screening, images were acquired using a Discovery-1
automated microscopy system with a 103 objective and
corrected for background and shading as described in
Methods. Two thresholds were set for filipin staining: a low
threshold to include all cell areas, and a high threshold for
the strong filipin staining in the perinuclear LSOs. The
threshold values were set for each plate from analysis of 64
images in 32 wells of untreated CT60 cells. It was found
that the same thresholds could be used for multiple plates
within an experiment, but the thresholds would vary
among experiments conducted on different days. In developing the low threshold, we compared the outlines
based on the thresholded cell images with transmitted
light images, and the thresholds provided good agreement
with the transmitted light cell boundaries.

Fig. 2. Image-analysis method. Cells were fixed with
PFA and labeled with filipin. A: Images acquired using
the Discovery-1 automated fluorescence microscope at
103 magnification using 360/40 nm excitation and
480/40 nm emission filters with a 365 DCLP filter. B:
Images after correction for shading and background.
C: High-threshold setting used to identify the LSO
compartment. D: Low-threshold setting used to include
the entire cell area. Bar 5 20 mm.

Chemical library screen
We screened a library of 14,956 compounds added to
cells for 16 h at a final concentration of 10 mM, using a
single well for each compound. Before application of the
compounds, cells were grown in normal tissue culture medium containing 10% FBS, so the LSOs were filled with
cholesterol (Fig. 1B). The cells were then imaged and analyzed using the average filipin intensity assay and the LSO
compartment assay. In general, the two analyses identified
similar compounds that reduced the filipin labeling.

Wells that had average filipin intensities of .3 SD from
the mean value of solvent-treated cells were examined
further. Images from these selected wells were inspected
visually, and sites that showed poor focus (z0.3% of the
total) were not reanalyzed if we had images from the
second position. Wells that had a low number of cells were
taken as an indication of toxicity, and these cytotoxic
compounds were not pursued further. We also examined
arrayed low-magnification images of rows and columns
from the plates for patterns of cell number or brightness
that might indicate a mechanical error in one of the
automated pipetting steps. In one case, a banding pattern
was seen in one set of eight plates, and these compounds
were rescreened after fixing the pipetting problem.
From this initial screen, we found 133 compounds that
reduced the average filipin intensity by .3 SD and 23
compounds that increased the average filipin intensity by
.3 SD. Visual inspection of images also revealed 19 compounds that produced morphological changes in the

Fig. 3. Effect of a hit compound. CT60 cells were
grown in growth medium overnight and treated with
either solvent (A) or 10 mM hit compound (1-a-13; B)
in screening medium. After 20 h of incubation, cells
were washed with PBS, fixed with PFA, and stained
with filipin. Images were acquired at 103 magnification. Bar 5 20 mm.
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threshold for this bright cluster. An example of the
application of these thresholds is shown in Fig. 2. We then
measured the total fluorescence intensity in the selected
LSO objects (high threshold; Fig. 2C) divided by the total
number of pixels in cells (low threshold; Fig. 2D). As
shown in Fig. 1D, this LSO compartment assay gave a
much stronger discrimination of the CT60 cells versus the
control cells, with a Z9 value of 0.61.

Fig. 4. Morphological changes induced by some
compounds. A: Compound 1-c-1 resulted in more
dispersed fluorescence with no significant change in
average filipin intensity. B: Compound 1-c-2 induced
more compact LSOs with no significant change in
filipin intensity. C: Compound 1-c-3 caused perinuclear
clusters of LSOs in mutant cells to become more
dispersed. D: Compound 1-b-4 caused a significant
increase in filipin intensity with filamentous or tubular
staining. Bar 5 15 mm.
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Dose response
The effects of 14 hit compounds at various doses were
examined, and the images were analyzed using both
average filipin intensity and the LSO assay. Figure 6A
displays the LSO compartment ratios at five concentrations (10, 3.33, 1.11, 0.37, and 0.12 mM) for CT60 cells.
Three of the compounds reduced filipin staining by 3 SD
below the solvent-treated mean at 1.1 mM in CT60 cells,
and cells treated with these same compounds were .2 SD
below the solvent-treated mean at 123 nM. Compound
1-a-14 has an unusual dose-response curve, which is
probably associated with its cytotoxicity at higher concentrations. Two compounds, 1-a-9 and 1-a-10, did not show
reproducible reductions in LSO compartment ratio, even
though they were identified as hits during the screening process.
To determine whether the effects were specific to the
CT60 cell line, we also tested the dose response of the
14 selected compounds on CT43 cells (Fig. 6B), another
NPC1 mutant cell line derived from the parental cell line
25RA. Most of the compounds were effective at .3 SD below
the untreated mean at 10 mM but lost their effect at lower
concentrations on CT43 cells. It is interesting that the
general trends of the effects of these 14 compounds are
similar in both cell lines, although the compounds
generally are more effective at a given dose in the CT60 cells.
Toxicity
To measure toxicity, we treated CT60 and CT43 cells
with compounds at 5, 10, and 20 mM for 24 h. The cell
number per well was compared with that of control cells
treated with DMSO (Fig. 7). Many of the compounds did
not cause a significant decrease in cell number at 10 mM
after 24 h of incubation. Compound 1-a-14 did cause a
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filipin-staining pattern without meeting our criteria for
reducing average filipin intensity.
These 175 compounds were then rescreened at 10 mM
under the same conditions as the initial screen, except that
each compound was placed in two wells per plate and duplicate plates were screened in parallel. Both the average
filipin intensity and the LSO ratio values were determined.
From the rescreening, 14 compounds were selected that
reproducibly reduced filipin staining at 10 mM, and 8 compounds were found to reproducibly increase filipin
staining. Nine compounds were found to alter the morphological distribution of filipin. Figure 3 shows screening plate images of a solvent-treated control well and a
compound-treated well showing decreased filipin staining.
Figure 4 shows the effects of four compounds that caused
morphological changes as observed by filipin staining.
These cells show rearrangements that may indicate that
cholesterol has been redirected to a different compartment
or that the morphology of the LSOs themselves has been
changed (e.g., compound 1-c-3; Fig. 4C). The effect of compound 1-b-4 (Fig. 4D) was extremely dramatic, as bright
swirls of filipin staining were observed. The effects of compound 1-b-4 were similar in normal human fibroblasts (data
not shown), indicating that this response was not related to
the NPC phenotype of the cells. The compounds that increased the apparent filipin staining and those that caused
morphological changes were not investigated further in
this study.
The structures of 14 compounds that decreased filipin
staining, 2 that caused significant morphological changes
(1-c-2, 1-c-3), and 2 that increased filipin staining (1-b-2, 1b-4) are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that five of the hit
compounds (1-a-5, 1-a-6, 1-a-7, 1-a-8, and 1-a-13) were from
one synthetic family, and two (1-a-3 and 1-a-4) were from a
second family.
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Fig. 5. Chemical structures of compounds from the primary library. The structures of the 14 hit compounds are shown. In addition, the
structures of two compounds (1-c-2 and 1-c-3) that caused morphological changes, compound 1-b-2, which caused an increase in filipin
intensity, and compound 1-b-4, which increased filipin intensity and induced morphological changes, are shown.
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50% reduction in cell number at 10 mM for CT60 and an
80% reduction for CT43 cells. Compounds 1-a-4, 1-a-5, 1-a6, 1-a-8, and 1-a-13 were partially toxic, as indicated by the
20–30% reductions in cell number after 24 h at 10 mM.
Biochemical analysis of cellular cholesterol
The cholesterol-lowering effect of the 14 hit compounds
identified by filipin labeling was measured by an alternative chemical method that involved GC separation of
solvent-extracted cellular lipids (46). CT60 cells were
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treated with compounds at 10 mM under the same conditions used in the screening assays. Because the GC assay
estimates FC content per cell, the values are compared
with those from the average filipin intensity assay. As
indicated in Table 1, most of the 14 hit compounds induce
a relatively modest decrease of overall FC content of the
cells, as measured by the average filipin assay. The hits
from the first screen had variable effects on cellular cholesterol, including some compounds that apparently increased FC in the cells.
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Fig. 6. Dose responses of 14 hit compounds from the primary library. CT60 and CT43 cells were seeded on
384-well plates in growth medium. After 24 h, compounds were added to achieve final concentrations of
123 nM, 370 nM, 1.11 mM, 3.33 mM, and 10 mM in four wells per concentration, and cells were incubated
overnight. Cells were then washed with PBS, fixed with PFA, and stained with filipin. The LSO compartment
ratio was determined for CT60 cells (average of five experiments) (A) and CT43 cells (average of three
experiments) (B). The solid horizontal lines indicate mean values for the solvent control, and the dashed
lines indicates mean 2 3 SD. Error bars represent standard error.

Secondary library
Based on the structures of the 14 hit compounds selected
from the initial screen on CT60 cells, we purchased a secondary library of 3,962 compounds from the initial supplier.
The compounds were selected based upon the chemical
similarity in terms of the Tanimoto coefficient (50).
We performed a screen of these 3,962 compounds using
a protocol similar to the primary library screen, except that
compounds were initially screened at two concentrations,
10 and 1 mM. Each compound was added in a single well,
and images were acquired for two positions per well and
averaged to give a single value. Two full screens of the
secondary library were carried out at both concentrations.
The images were analyzed using both the average filipin
intensity and the LSO compartment ratio methods. At
10 mM, we found 574 compounds that were 3 SD below
controls as determined by one of the analysis methods and
34 compounds that were 3 SD below controls by both of
the analysis methods. At 1 mM, we found 202 compounds
that were 3 SD below controls by at least one of the analysis
methods and 6 compounds that were 3 SD below controls
by both methods.
We cherry-picked these 202 compounds and rescreened
them twice at 1 mM, 300 nM, and 100 nM. We added each
compound to four different wells at each concentration,
and measurements from images at two positions per well
were averaged. With the two screens, we obtained eight
values by each analysis method for every compound at
1 mM, 300 nM, and 100 nM. Together, we had 10 values
(2 from the first screen and 8 from the cherry-picking

round) for 1 mM and 8 values for 300 and 100 nM for each
analysis method (average filipin intensity and LSO compartment ratio). Based on these data, we selected seven
compounds for further analysis, and their chemical structures are shown in Fig. 8.
The dose-response curves for the seven selected compounds are shown in Fig. 9. The data indicate that four
compounds (2-a-8, 2-a-9, 2-a-12, and 2-a-13) showed a .3
SD reduction in the LSO compartment assay at 370 nM,

TABLE 1. FC content by average filipin intensity and GC assays for
CT60 cells treated with 14 hit compounds from the primary library
Compound

1-a-1
1-a-2
1-a-3
1-a-4
1-a-5
1-a-6
1-a-7
1-a-8
1-a-9
1-a-10
1-a-11
1-a-12
1-a-13
1-a-14

Average Filipin Intensity

0.87 6
0.88 6
0.95 6
1.01 6
0.89 6
0.92 6
0.89 6
0.90 6
0.99 6
0.96 6
0.90 6
0.91 6
0.97 6
1.24 6

0.03
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.10

mg FC/mg Protein by GC

1.02
1.15
1.27
0.87
1.18
1.37
1.04
1.31
0.86
1.23
0.82
0.73
1.54
1.44

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.01
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.03
0.11
0.16

FC, free cholesterol. FC content of CT60 cells was measured by
a screening method (average filipin intensity assay) and by gas
chromatography after incubation with 10 mM of 14 hit compounds
from the primary library for 20 h. Data are presented as fractions of
solvent-treated controls.
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Fig. 7. Cytotoxic effects of 14 hit compounds from the
primary library. CT60 and CT43 cells were seeded on 384well plates in growth medium. After 24 h, compounds were
added to achieve final concentrations of 5, 10, and 20 mM
in four different wells per concentration, and cells were
incubated for 24 h. An equivalent amount of DMSO was
added in control wells. Cells were washed with PBS, fixed
with PFA, and stained with the nuclear stain Hoechst
33258. Images were obtained at 43 magnification using
the Discovery-1 automated fluorescence microscope with
360/40 nm excitation and 480/40 nm emission filters and
a 365 DCLP dichroic filter. Cells per well were counted,
and the percentage reduction in cell number compared
with the control is shown for CT60 cells (average of four
experiments) (A) and CT43 cells (average of three experiments) (B).

and three compounds (2-a-8, 2-a-9, and 2-a-12) also
showed an effect 2 SD below solvent control at 123 nM
on CT60 cells. As with the hits from the first round, most
of these compounds were also effective on CT43 cells
(Fig. 9B).
We measured LDL uptake under conditions similar
to the screening conditions by incubating cells with DiILDL during the incubation with compounds. As shown in
Table 2, all of the hit compounds from the secondary library, except 2-a-15, caused a decrease in LDL uptake
during an 18 h incubation. It will require further work to
determine whether this is a primary effect of some of the
compounds or whether the decrease in LDL uptake is

secondary to the release of cholesterol from the LSOs.
Although CT60 cells have a partial defect in SCAP
function as a consequence of a point mutation in one
SCAP allele (51, 52), it would be expected that the cells
would respond to increased cholesterol by decreasing the
expression of LDL receptors.
Figure 10 shows the results of a toxicity assay on the
seven hit compounds from the secondary library. Compound 2-a-12 caused an z40% reduction in cell count
at 10 mM after 24 h for both CT60 and CT43 cells. Hence,
this compound was eliminated from further evaluation by
biochemical methods. The other compounds caused
either no loss of cells or only a slight loss under the con-
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Fig. 8. Chemical structures of seven hit compounds from the secondary library.
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ditions in which they reduced filipin staining. We also
analyzed the cytotoxicity of these compounds by LDH
release into the medium (45). As shown in Fig. 10C, the
cytotoxicity measured by this assay was less than the reduction in cell count, indicating that the compounds
may have slowed cell growth without causing cell death
after 24 h.
The time course of the reduction in the LSO compartment ratio at 1.1, 3.3, and 10 mM is shown in Fig. 11. After
a 4 h treatment, compound 2-a-3 showed a .3 SD decrease
in LSO compartment ratio at 10 mM. After 20 h, all of
the compounds showed a reduction in LSO compartment
ratio at 10 mM, and several compounds were effective
at 1.11 and 3.33 mM. After the 48 h treatment, the effectiveness in reducing LSO compartment ratio was generally retained.
The decrease of cellular cholesterol upon treatment
with the selected compounds was measured by GC analysis
(Table 3). In contrast with the results from the primary
library, all of the hit compounds from the secondary library reduced cellular cholesterol as measured biochemically. These compounds also generally showed a lower
value for the average filipin intensity assay than the hit
compounds from the primary library.

Effects of compounds on normal human fibroblasts
treated with U18666A
All of the results described above were obtained with
CHO cells that have a mutation in SCAP in addition to their
mutations in NPC1. To determine whether the compounds
might have effects on other types of cells, we treated normal

TABLE 2. DiI-LDL uptake by CT60 cells treated with seven hit
compounds from the secondary library
Compound

2-a-1
2-a-3
2-a-8
2-a-9
2-a-12
2-a-13
2-a-15

DiI Intensity/Cell Area

0.43 6
0.62 6
0.77 6
0.85 6
0.72 6
0.72 6
1.00 6

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

DiI-LDL, low density lipoprotein labeled with C18-dialkyl-indocarbocyanine. Cells were incubated with DiI-LDL (6 mg/ml) in the
presence of compounds (10 mM) for 18 h. The DiI intensity per unit of
cell area was measured as described in Methods. Values are normalized
to the intensity per cell area for control (solvent-treated) cells. Data are
presented as fractions of solvent-treated controls 6 SEM based on
averages from three experiments with 32 images from eight wells
analyzed for each condition per experiment.
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Fig. 9. Dose dependence of seven hit compounds from
the secondary library. The dose dependence was determined as described for Fig. 6 for the seven hit compounds
from the secondary library for CT60 cells (average of five
experiments) (A) and CT43 cells (average of three experiments) (B). The solid horizontal lines indicate mean values for the solvent control, and the dashed lines indicates
mean 2 3 SD. Error bars represent standard error.

human fibroblasts with compound U18666A, which induces
cholesterol accumulation similar to that seen in NPC cells
(53). We found that treatment of cells with 250 or 500 nM
U18666A for 20 h caused a significant increase in
cholesterol accumulation, as seen by filipin staining (data
not shown) and as measured by the LSO compartment
ratio method (Fig. 12). When cells were treated with hit
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DISCUSSION
We have developed and applied an automated screening protocol to identify compounds that partially reverse
the phenotype of NPC mutant cells. The screen is based on
the binding of a fluorescent detergent, filipin, to FC. In
the untreated mutant cells, there is a large amount of FC
compared with that in control cell lines (42). This cholesterol is highly concentrated in LSOs, organelles that are
related to late endosomes, but they also contain protein
markers that are usually not abundant in late endosomes
(54). The molecular defect in NPC is a mutation or absence
of one of two proteins associated with late endosomes,
NPC1 and NPC2. These mutations cause a defect in the
efflux of cholesterol from late endosomes, resulting in high
levels of cholesterol accumulation in the LSOs. Our current
studies were focused specifically on NPC1 mutations.
We used an automated microscopy, high-content analysis approach for the screens, and two screening procedures were analyzed. In the first procedure (average filipin
assay), we used a simple threshold to identify the areas
in each image that contained cells, and we measured the
total fluorescence power above the threshold in each field.
The intensity of staining of the plasma membrane was
sufficient to provide a good distinction of cellular areas
above background, and the identified cellular areas were
not highly sensitive to the choice of threshold value. The
assay parameter that was used was the total fluorescence
power divided by the number of pixels above threshold.
This assay was designed to roughly correlate with the total
cholesterol per cell. This is based on the approximation
that cell area is constant under various conditions, which
will not be true if cells spread or round up significantly in
response to a treatment. Rounding up, which is often
caused by toxicity, will increase this parameter, so it would
not lead to false-positives in our search for compounds
that decrease FC.
The assay also depends on the ability to measure FC by
filipin staining. Although filipin intensity increases as FC
levels increase, it is possible that some pools of cholesterol
will differ in their ability to bind filipin. Also, it is possible
that some treatments might interfere with filipin binding
and thereby decrease filipin staining without actually reducing cholesterol levels. For that reason, we used a
chemical assay of cholesterol content. As shown in Table 3,
several of the compounds from our secondary library decreased cellular cholesterol as measured by GC, in agreement with the changes in the average filipin assay value. In
the first library (Table 1), we generally found modest
decreases in the average filipin values, and we did not find
lower cholesterol in the chemical assay.
Although the average filipin assay did not use subcellular information or single cell analyses, it benefited from
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Fig. 10. Cytotoxic effects of seven hit compounds from the
secondary library. Cytotoxicity was measured by cell count and by
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release for the seven hit compounds
from the secondary library. For cell count assays, cells per well were
counted as described for Fig. 7, and the percentage reduction in
cell number compared with the control was determined for CT60
cells (A) and CT43 cells (B). For the LDH cytotoxicity assay, the
percentage of cellular LDH released into the medium was measured in the presence of seven hit compounds from the secondary
library for CT60 cells with reference to low (no compounds) and
high (lysed cells) controls (C).

compounds from the secondary library, several of these
compounds caused a significant decrease in filipin staining
(Fig. 12). In particular, compound 2-a-1 caused a dramatic
decrease in filipin staining.
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Fig. 11. Time course of effects of seven hit compounds from the secondary library. CT60 cells were seeded on
384-well plates in growth medium. After 24 h, compounds were added to achieve final concentrations of 1.11,
3.33, and 10 mM in four different wells/concentration and allowed to incubate for 4 h (A), 20 h (B), and 48
h (C). Cells were washed with PBS, fixed with PFA, and stained with filipin. Images were obtained at 103
magnification using the Discovery-1 automated fluorescence microscope and 360/40 nm excitation and 480/
40 nm emission filters equipped with a 365 DCLP filter. LSO compartment ratio was measured (average of
three different experiments). The solid horizontal lines indicate mean values for the solvent control, and the
dashed lines indicate means 23 SD. Error bars represent standard error.

the use of the automated microscopy analysis. First, the
microscopy system is a very sensitive detector of the relatively weak filipin fluorescence. Second, we restricted the
measurement to the areas in each field that contained
cells, which reduced the contribution from background.
Finally, dividing total fluorescence power by the area
covered by cells provides a correction for differences in
cell density at the time of measurement. We found that the
filipin intensity per pixel provided enough discrimination
of mutant versus wild-type cells to be useful as a
preliminary screen. We used this parameter to optimize
experimental conditions such as cell density and labeling
conditions to be used in the assays.

The second assay, the LSO compartment ratio assay,
used a second threshold to identify areas in each field that
contained heavily labeled organelles, which are the LSOs
in the mutant cells. Because these are the sites of cholesterol accumulation in NPC cells, it would be expected
that selective measurement of this pool of cholesterol
would provide better discrimination of mutant versus wildtype cells, and we found that this was the case.
Although we developed this assay for use in CHO cell
lines, it should be applicable, with minor modifications,
for analyzing cholesterol accumulation in other cell types.
The development of an assay for cholesterol accumulation has potential use not only for NPC but also for other
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TABLE 3. Summary of the effects of seven hit compounds from the secondary library on CT60 cells

Compound

2-a-1
2-a-3
2-a-8
2-a-9
2-a-12
2-a-13
2-a-15

Lowest Effective Dose
(Lysosome-Like Storage Organelle Assay)
2 3 SD at 20 h

3.33 mM
3.33 mM
123 nM
370 nM
370 nM
370 nM
3.33 mM

Average Filipin Assay
at 10 mM Dose

0.74 6
0.75 6
0.74 6
0.74 6
0.87 6
0.75 6
0.79 6

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

mg FC/mg Protein (GC)
at 10 mM Dose

Protein Content

Cell Count
after 24 h at 10 mM Dose

6 0.02
6 0.03
6 0.03
6 0.04
—
0.79 6 0.04
0.89 6 0.03

lg/well
0.94 6 0.03
0.92 6 0.04
0.94 6 0.04
0.94 6 0.05
—
0.97 6 0.03
0.84 6 0.02

1.00
1.00
0.96
0.90
0.67
1.00
0.94

0.65
0.81
0.76
0.75

Data are presented as fractions of solvent-treated controls.

have described here could be used for large-scale gene
expression screens.
In the first round of screening of a diverse library of
14,956 compounds combinatorially synthesized from 126
templates, we found 14 compounds that caused a significant decrease in the filipin labeling at 10 mM,
including 3 compounds that produced significant reduction at 123 nM. Five of the selected compounds belong to
one family, and two were from another family (Fig. 5). Our
finding that several of the selected compounds were
chemically related suggests that they may interact with the
same molecular target in the cells.
We selected a secondary library chemically similar to
these compounds. In screening the secondary library, we

Fig. 12. Effects of seven hit compounds from the secondary library on 3-b-[2-diethylaminoethoxy]androst-5-17-one hydrochloride
(U18666A)-treated normal human fibroblasts. Normal human fibroblasts were plated on 384-well plates and grown in regular growth
medium for 24 h, after which the cells were treated with compound U18666A (500 or 250 nM) in screening medium for 4 h. The cells were
then further incubated overnight with hit compounds (10 mM) in the continued presence of U18666A. Finally, cells were washed three
times with PBS, fixed with 1.5% PFA, washed again with PBS, and stained with filipin. Images were acquired using the Discovery-1
microscope at 10 3 magnification and analyzed for the LSO ratio. LSO ratio values shown in this figure were not normalized to a value from
untreated control cells. The solid horizontal lines are means for U18666A-treated cells at each concentration, and the dotted horizontal
lines are means 2 3 SD. Error bars represent standard error.
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glycolipid storage disorders. Although the underlying biochemical bases for the disorders vary, many of them result
in a similar phenotype that includes the formation of
internal membrane whorls in LSOs that contain sphingomyelin, BMP, and cholesterol (55). In Fig. 12, we show that
the screening assay can be used to analyze cholesterol
accumulation caused by the treatment of normal human
fibroblasts with U18666A.
This assay can be used not only for chemical screens
such as the one described here but also for molecular genetics screens such as RNA interference knockdown and
gene expression. Using conventional methods, a few genes
have been identified that can correct the NPC phenotype
when overexpressed in cells (36, 38, 56). The screen we

overlapped the spectrum of filipin, and their fluorescence
was probably the basis for the increased fluorescence seen
in the assay. However, several nonfluorescent compounds
were also found to increase filipin staining in the NPC
cells. In addition, we found some compounds that created
a significant change in the morphology of the compartments that are enriched in FC. In particular, compound
1-b-4 produced a large network of apparently tubular organelles that were labeled with filipin.
The mechanisms of action of the compounds that
partially reverse the NPC phenotype will require further
investigation. It is thought that cholesterol efflux from late
endosomes requires several steps and, like many steps of
intracellular cholesterol transport, is apparently mainly
nonvesicular (62). NPC2 presumably plays a role in
delivering cholesterol from the sites of hydrolysis of sterol
esters to the limiting membrane of the organelles (63).
NPC1, and presumably other proteins, would facilitate the
delivery of cholesterol from the limiting membrane to
cytosolic carriers. These carriers, which have not been
identified molecularly, would transport cholesterol to the
plasma membrane or other organelles (64, 65). Total FC in
the cells could be reduced by increasing efflux to
extracellular acceptors via the plasma membrane and/or
esterification of cholesterol by ACAT in the endoplasmic
reticulum. Reduced uptake of cholesterol or reduced
synthesis could also cause a reduction in cellular cholesterol during the incubation with compounds. We assayed
for reduction of the lipid BMP, which accumulates in NPC
cells (22), using an analysis method similar to the average
intensity and LSO assays. None of the hit compounds from
the secondary library produced a significant reduction in
BMP labeling after 16 h incubations (data not shown).
Several of the hit compounds from the secondary library
did cause reductions in cholesterol accumulation in normal human fibroblasts treated with U18666A, which causes
cholesterol accumulation in LSOs. This indicates that the
compounds do not rely on the SCAP mutation or other
special properties of the CHO cell lines used for the screen.
The compounds could directly affect the LSOs, but
other indirect effects will also need to be considered. For
example, overexpression of Rab4, a small GTPase that is
normally associated with sorting endosomes or the endocytic recycling compartment, can partially correct the NPC
phenotype (66). It is unclear how alterations of traffic in
the early endosomes would affect cholesterol storage in
LSOs, but such an effect of one of the compounds could
indirectly alter cholesterol efflux or delivery to ACAT.
The compounds found in this screen are of sufficient
potency to be useful for future studies aimed at identifying their sites of action. This could include modification
of the compounds with photoreactive groups for labeling
binding partners or linkage to biotin for affinity purification. Identification of binding partners will be necessary
for a full understanding of the molecular mechanisms. In
conclusion, the studies presented here show that small
molecules added to cells can partially correct the NPC1
defect in cultured cells. Because several of these compounds are effective in reducing cholesterol accumulation
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used lower doses and also placed a greater emphasis on
nontoxicity, because several of the selected compounds
from the initial screen showed some toxicity. Even though
we reduced the dose used for selecting compounds from
10 to 1 mM, we obtained a higher fraction of selected
compounds in the secondary library screen (0.18%) than
in the initial screen (0.1%). Thus, the selection of chemicals in the secondary library led to a significant enrichment in potential hits. In the secondary library
screening, we did not find compounds that were significantly effective at ,120 nM, but several of the selected
compounds had lower toxicity than the compounds from
the initial screen.
The seven compounds selected for further characterization can generally be divided into two groups. Compounds
2-a-1, 2-a-9, 2-a-12, and 2-a-13 (group I) are based on a 1,3,5triazine core, and this class of compounds has been of
significant interest in the field of medicinal chemistry (57–
61). The second group of compounds (group II) have five
membered ring heterocycle cores (2-a-3 contains a 2-thioxo1,3-thiazolidin-4-one derivative, 2-a-15 contains a methinelinked pyrolle and pyrrol-2-one, and 2-a-8 contains a 1,3thiazole N-linked to a dihydropyrazole). Both groups of
compounds are extensively substituted from the cores, with
group I triazines bearing mostly aryl or cyclic amines (or
bearing a hydrazino group). Group II compounds are also
aryl-substituted, with compound 2-a-3 featuring an interesting partially saturated diethyl-amino benzene moiety
connected to the 2-thioxo-1,3-thiazolidin-4-one via a double
bond. Compound 2-a-15 has three aromatic rings in
extended conjugation, whereas compound 2-a-8 incorporates six different ring systems, of which five are aromatic.
Both group I and group II compounds appear to be highly
conformationally restricted molecules with extensive unsaturation. Their peripheries tend to be very hydrophobic,
whereas their centers are more hydrophilic. We note that
this characteristic implies that they are a type of spatial
amphiphile (hydrophobic outside, hydrophilic inside).
Although there are hydrophilic groups at the peripheries
in some cases (notably the 2-a-13 nitro group), the
consistent distribution of several hydrogen bonding moieties to the cores of these structures suggests that the cores
may assist specific recognition of their in vivo targets. An
investigation of the specific structural features that give rise
to the biological properties of these molecules is under way.
Six of the seven compounds selected in the secondary
screen had low cytotoxicity and reduced FC significantly
not only in LSOs but also in the whole cell. Several of these
compounds were effective at concentrations of ,0.5 mM.
Table 3 summarizes the effects of these six hit compounds
from the secondary library in terms of cholesterol reduction as well as toxic effects.
In addition to the selection of cholesterol-lowering compounds, which was the goal of the screen, we found compounds that had other apparent effects. Some of the
compounds were found to increase filipin staining even
above the levels found in the NPC mutant cells. Some
compounds that initially appeared to increase filipin
staining were found to be fluorescent at wavelengths that

at concentrations at which they are nontoxic to cultured
NPC1 cells, they have potential use as lead compounds for
drug discovery.
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